
CELEBRATING COMMUNITIES FROM FARM TO CUP
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After 8 successful years
since our launch we have 
taken the significant step of 
revitalising the design of our 
brand, its packaging and how 
we communicate and connect 
to consumers and customers 
alike. Join us in celebrating
this next stage of our
exciting journey.

Suranga Herath, CEO
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We are a growing collective dedicated to building, serving and 
bettering our community. Through celebrating people at every 
step of the journey, from those who work the land through to those 
who enjoy their delicious produce, we strive to connect them all 
through mutual respect and a shared value system.

Our role

‘Celebrating 
communites from
farm to cup’
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We stand for

excellence
Our passion for tea knows no limits and is at
the heart of everything we do. Our commitment
to always going that extra mile is fundamental
in our meritocratic tea network: we work together, 
supporting each other to always bring the best
to everything we do.  
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For the simple joy of tea in all its variety and celebrating 
English tea traditions of old; for bringing these traditions 
into the future through a progressive tea community that 
gives back to its Sri Lankan roots and brings the best of 
its produce to a growing global network.

We stand for

joy and celebration
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For standing up for our beliefs and 
empowering each individual within  
our extended collective to do the same.  
We are 100% organic and work for 
the long term with our small farming  
communities to produce the best-
tasting, better-for-you ingredients.

We stand for

doing the 
right thing
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grounded & vivacious
We are

Sri Lanka is both our roots & constant source of inspiration. 
Coupled with an innate respect for English traditions of old,
there is a beautiful simplicity in being able to celebrate our 
history with what we have. It fills us with boundless energy
to be able to share and spread our passion
and knowledge across the world.
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warm & worldly
We are

Founded in an English - Sri Lankan partnership, 
we take great pride in welcoming people into 
our global community, celebrating them all as 
individuals and encouraging personal growth 
through our inter-connected network.
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vibrant
& graceful

We are

We believe in living life; in celebrating it in
all its colourful glory, whilst treating people
and our land with the respect they deserve.
We combine the Sri Lankan colour with an
English sensibility to take great joy crafting
& perfecting everything we do with the
same love, care and vibrancy.
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surprising
& conscientious

We are

We work hard to do things right, an ethic that sits unquestionably
at the root of our tea collective and allows us to make our own
path, breaking with convention in sometimes unexpected ways. 
We see challenges as an opportunity, as catalysts for change - it is 
this entrepreneurial spirit that guides and shapes our 
ever-evolving community of tea, love and care.
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Bringing
our story to life
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ETS Brandmark

Our new brandmark celebrates our commitment to being 100% organic.

We have therefore carefully crafted and refined it to integrate ‘Organic’, enhance

our premium qualities and ensure continuity for those

familiar with the brand.
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The Teapot has become an intrinsic part of our brand - recognised and

valued by consumers and customers alike. We have refreshed this classic symbol

of  Englishness and sociability creating our own, unique teapot embellished

with our very own ‘farm to cup’ story.
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The Mandala is

a symbol rich in cultural 

relevance and steeped in 

meaning. Each of our Mandalas 

celebrates the richness and 

beauty of our organic

ingredients, working perfectly

in unison and blended

harmoniously together. 
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The celebration of colour in all its glory is a Sri Lankan tradition and has long been 

at the heart of our brand. This has been amplified building on strong colour recognition for 

core products and by introducing exciting new colours. We like to use colour boldly,

looking for appropriate combinations to offset our rich ingredient combinations. 
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Our new packaging design unites 

our new brandmark, the Teapot and 

Mandala creating a powerful and 

seamless design system that celebrates 

the individuality of our blends and the 

strength of our range together. Every 

aspect of the packaging has undergone 

meticulous re-appraisal including 

our pack copy and the design of the 

inside which carries a beautifully told 

and illustrated farm to cup story.

Organic ingredients include rose petals, pomegranate, 

lemongrass, elderflower, orange peel, ginger, spearmint, 

raspberries, strawberries, blueberries.
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Continuing to celebrate health and 

wellbeing these now familiar blends 

have been boosted by the addition 

of some new and exciting ingredient 

combinations. Lighter and fresher in 

colour our wellness range celebrates 

flavour through a series of beautifully 

delicate and balanced Mandalas.  

Organic ingredients include chamomile, lavender buds, hop 

leaves, valerian roots, lemon balm, hibiscus, rosehip, sea 

buckthorn berries, fenugreek, fennel, nettle.
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Introducing our innovative Super 

Goodness range. Intensely earthy and

rich in colour each tea combines a unique

blend of good-for-you ingredients and 

complementary colours, all generously 

arranged in our familiar Mandala style.

Organic ingredients include ginger, turmeric, licorice, cloves, 

cardamom, cumin, cinnamon, moringa, matcha, honeybush.
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Explore our

ever-growing range

of uplifting blends.

Join your tea loving community.
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